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A Statechart Engine to SupportImplementations of ComplexBehaviourF�abio N. de Lucenafabio@dcc.unicamp.br Hans K.E. Liesenberghans@dcc.unicamp.brProjeto Xchart�DCC/IMECC/UNICAMPCaixa Postal 606513081-970 Campinas/SPAbstractThe Statechart notation was deviced for specifying complex be-haviour of reactive systems. The gap between a behaviour de-scribed in terms of Statecharts and its implementation, however, isstill very large due to its intricate semantics and its main purposeas speci�cation language. In order to overcome this gap we proposea new technique which frees the programmer from the subtle anderror-prone activity of mapping a speci�cation into an implemen-tation. The technique is centred upon a reactive kernel.The reactive kernel consists of an invariant engine which inter-prets statechart speci�cations. Actions are suplied in terms of a setof subroutines in C. The engine invokes these subroutines at properinstants during the application execution as a reaction to particu-lar events. The reactive kernel implementation is the major issueof this paper. In order to exemplify our proposal the behaviour ofa toy application is employed.�Project that deals with the development (speci�cation and implementation) ofcomputer-human interfaces. It is supported partially by cnpq and fapesp. Just as acuriosity: the 22nd letter of the greek alphabet (X e �) is identi�ed in English by thename CHI which represents the acronym of Computer-Human Interface.1



2 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenberg1 IntroductionA reactive system is event-driven and it has to react continuously toexternal and internal stimuli (operating systems, telephone switchersand human-computer interfaces are examples of reactive systems). Areactive program may be seen as a composition of three layers [1]:� An interface that deals with the input reception of physical eventsand maps them to logical events handled by the reactive kernel. Itis also in charge of the converse operation.� A reactive kernel that provides the behavioural pattern of the re-active program. It decides what outputs must be generated inreaction to inputs.� A data handling layer that performs the functionality wheneverrequested by the reactive kernel.In a reactive system the reactive kernel represents the most di�cultpart to be developed. The problem of �nding satisfactory methods todescribe reactive kernels is taken to be particularly di�cult, despite ofthe existence of speci�c languages for this purpose [12]. Statecharts[10] have been proposed as an alternative speci�cation notation for thisparticular domain.The statechart notation has already been used to specify a large num-ber of real-world systems [14]. It is the central part of the STATEMATE[11] environment which supports the speci�cation and design process oflarge systems. The Statemaster system [26] provides this kind of supportfor the construction of user interfaces (a similar use of statecharts is madein [25]). Statecharts are as well used as a graphical notation in object-oriented software development methodologies [4, 24] and in hardwaredesign [5]. A great number of e�orts directed towards its formal seman-tic speci�cation and extension proposals [13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22]show signs of a vivid interest in this particular notation.



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 3This work sees the statechart notation as a joint speci�cation/pro-gramming language for the development of reactive kernels. This lan-guage is not a complete programming language. For this reason theinterface and the data handling functions of reactive systems must be de-veloped with the aid of a conventional programming language. Tools likeSTATEMATE and Statemaster mentioned above provide behaviouralcontrol based on statechart speci�cations. Our technique is similar inrelation to this aspect. This paper comments in greater detail a softwaremodule (engine1) that implements a statechart-driven reactive kernel anddescribes how to use it. Related to our approach we can cite [7], wherea technique to implement statecharts is proposed based on the objectparadigm. However, in this system (1) the statechart speci�cation mustbe translated to some object-oriented language (a simple modi�cationrequires a change of code, a recompilation and a new batch of tests); (2)there is an overhead at execution time due to the use of virtual func-tions; and (3) only a small subset of the statechart functionality is prop-erly tackled. In [2] state tables are proposed to encapsulate a programcontrol ow based on state transition diagrams (STDs) by means of anarray of pointers. State tables are used to handle low level events (e.g.,mouse events). In [23] the use of STDs to represent program behaviouris recommended. All these approaches, however, su�er from a commondrawback: they are applicable to simple behavioural patterns. Complexcontrol ows cannot be managed adequately by those proposals.The technique presented here does not impair the development pro-cess since it does not require a translation of statechart behaviour to someprogramming language constructs. It can as well handle behaviouralchanges at execution time. In order to demonstrate the usefulness of thetechnique and to show how the responsibility of the implementation ofcomplex behaviour is taken over by an invariant engine, the implementa-tion of a small stopwatch application is discussed in greater detail. Themain purpose of this example is to show how a complex behaviour canbe speci�ed and implemented and not to show how realistic it can be.1In Section 8 an ftp address is provided where from the source code of engine anda descriptive text can be downloaded.



4 F�abio Lucena & Hans LiesenbergIn Section 2 few comments are made about the behavioural speci-�cation of interactive applications. It illustrates why applications likeour stopwatch example could be di�cult to implement. Section 3 pointsout the di�culties that raise with the STDs notation when complex be-haviour is being captured. Section 4 briey comments on aspects of thestatechart notation related to the stopwatch example presented in Sec-tion 5. The technique is presented in Section 6 and its use with respectto our example in Section 7. The technique relies on an invariant enginedescribed in Section 8. Extensions in progress and concluding remarksare given in Section 9.2 Reactive kernelsThe behaviour of interactive programs is often event-driven and cannotbe conveniently described in terms of a function which maps input intooutput data. The behaviour is better captured by an internal state whichis a�ected by asynchronous events.2 Interactive programs have to �reappropriate actions according to incoming events. Under some circum-stances there might be many event sources and no speci�c sequence ofevent occurrences may be assumed. A same event may a�ect the stateof a program in distinct ways or even have no e�ect at all depending onthe context in which it is eventually handled. From this perspective, thespeci�cation of programs of this kind is di�cult and the implementationis error-prone.Di�erent models and notations have been used to describe the in-teraction between an user and a computer [15]. STDs and one of theirextensions, namely statecharts, shall be discussed in sections below.A parallel between the Seeheim interface reference model proposedby Green [9] and a taxonomy [1] for reactive systems is drawn in Figure1. The model is useful to identify which component of an user interfacecan be adequately described in terms of statecharts. This is the �rst2Events are commonly generated by user actions upon input devices like a mouseor a keyboard in unpredictable sequences.



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 5reason of mentioning the model here. The second is to show that thereis no loss of generality when we illustrate the proposed technique withan interactive application.The Seeheim model divides an user interface into three layers. Thepresentation layer is responsible for the external presentation of the userinterface. This layer de�nes how an interactive system appears and isfelt by the end user. It realizes low-level input/output processing (lexi-cal aspects). The dialogue control layer accepts inputs from the lexicallayer and assembles them into commands and data on the one hand,and receives tokens from the application which require data and supplyresponses to user requests on the other hand. The last layer representsthe functionality (semantics) of an interactive application from the per-spective of the user interface.
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Figure 1: Parallel between the Seeheim model [9] and a taxonomy for reactivesystems [1].A rough correspondence between the components of a reactive systemaccording to the taxonomy presented before and the layers of the Seeheimmodel can be established quite easily. The interface/presentation layeris concerned with lexical aspects. The reactive kernel/dialogue control



6 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenberg(provided by our engine together with a statechart speci�cation) is re-sponsible for control ow (syntactic) features. The functional/applicationlayer refers to the semantics (functionality) provided by the system.STDs are used to specify the dialogue control layer. The control pro-cess of a statechart is more sophisticated, but it avoids some inherentproblems of STDs. Both speci�cation alternatives are graphical. Thisfeature represents an advantage over textual descriptions employed byother speci�cation languages. Further information about languages em-ployed to describe a dialogue control layer can be found in [15].3 State transition diagramsOne well-known way of representing an event-driven control is basedon STDs. During the execution of an STDs, one particular state isconsidered to be the current state and, at each new event occurrence,the labels of its outgoing transition edges are swept across in an attemptto identify a transition sensible to the current event. If such an edge isidenti�ed, then the corresponding transition is �red. The simplicity ofthe control process is however outweighed by a number of well knowndisadvantages.STDs are essentially \at." The lack of means to de�ne contextsincrementally hampers a better structuring of a system speci�cation,i.e., no hierarchical framework is provided. These at diagrams presentanother nasty feature. If a new diagram is to be composed of two alreadyexisting diagrams, then the states of the new diagram are representedby the cartesian product of the state sets of the two underlying STDs.3This explosive nature can be a great handicap when non-trivial systemshave to be speci�ed since those diagrams become very complex and theircomprehension di�cult. Another disadvantage is the lack of constructsto represent concurrency explicitly since exactly one state represents thecurrent state of the system.3Thus, if one diagram has m and the other n states the resulting diagram is com-posed of m� n states!



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 74 StatechartsThe statechart notation4 has been proposed to specify the kernel of re-active systems [10]. It extends STDs and eliminates some of their short-comings. The statechart notation produces more concise speci�cations[6] than other notations of similar purpose. It supports incremental con-text de�nitions related to hierarchical decompositions, control ow basedon history and explicit concurrency speci�cations. These features on theother hand make the control process rather sophisticated.Statecharts are described in terms of nested contexts representedgraphically by non-overlapping5 rectangles with rounded corners calledstates. The nesting reects successive decompositions. States can beof two kinds: mutually exclusive and concurrent states. The former isindicated by a solid and the latter by a dashed contour.6 Figure 2 depictsone example. If a context is decomposed in terms of mutually exclusivestates (as state Stopwatch in Figure 2), only one of those (Dead, orAlive in the particular case) becomes active at a given instance whenevertheir direct ancestor becomes active. On the other hand, if a contextis decomposed into concurrent states, whenever this context becomesactive, all of its concurrent states become active as well. For example,whenever the state Operation is active, all of its direct descendants(Timer and Display) are active too. The dashed contours of thesestates represent this fact.If a given state is decomposed into mutually exclusive states, thenone of the subordinated states has to be declared as its default descen-dant which is indicated by a special transition edge. It is the case ofthe substate Alive of the state Stopwatch. This default state becomesactive whenever its direct ancestor (Stopwatch) becomes active and ifthe activation of no other of its siblings is being enforced by the acti-4The brief description below is not meant to be a tutorial and we would like to givenotice that a subset of statechart constructs and not necessarily the same terminologyproposed in [10] has been adopted in this paper.5Overlapping states are considered in [14].6A dashed contour of states does not exist in the orginal statechart notation. It,however, makes the state identi�cation labelling more homogeneous.



8 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenbergvation process due to a history condition or if it does not represent thedestination state of a transition.A transition is represented by a directed edge between two mutuallyexclusive states and, if �red, causes a context swapping. A transitionedge is labelled with an event identi�er and is possibly associated witha guarding condition. A transition is usually �red whenever the originstate of the corresponding edge is active, the event referred by its la-bel has occurred, and its guarding condition (if it exists) is satis�ed.For example, the label e4[in State(O�)] of the transition from Alive toDead will enable this transition whenever the state Alive is active, theevent e4 occurs, and if at this instant the guarding condition (is stateO� active?) is true.It is necessary to provide mechanisms other than only control in orderto make statecharts useful. We do not only expect the parsing of validevent sequences from a statechart. There is a need of having a mecha-nism to produce some output (actions) to control the data manipulationprocedures (functional aspect) of the application. This mechanism is im-plemented in terms of function calls in the current proposal. The Section6 gives more details about this issue.5 Stopwatch exampleFigure 2 shows the statechart description of a hypothetical stopwatch (abrief explanation of it is given below). It is worthwhile to note that werefer to abstract events like e1 and e2, for instance. As already statedearlier the responsibility of relating physical stimuli to these events isof the interface component. Section 6 discusses this question in moredetail.Stopwatch corresponds to the outermost state of this toy stopwatchexample whose display is either switched on (Alive) or o� (Dead).Alive is the default substate of Stopwatch indicated by a special arrow,i.e. whenever Stopwatch is activated Alive becomes activated as well.The default substate of Alive is the state Reset. When this state isreached the stopwatch counter value becomes zero and the display blinks



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 9for three seconds, for instance. If the event e4 takes place, then the stateis left and revisited and the same related semantic actions are performedonce more. In particular, the subroutine trans is called whenever thetransition from Reset to Reset takes place. If the event e2 occurs whileReset is active, a transition to the state Operation is �red.The activation of the state Operation implies the activation of bothTimer and Display, since they represent a concurrent decompositionof Operation. If Operation is activated for the �rst time, then thedefault substates of Timer andDisplay become activated (i.e., On andNormal respectively). On the contrary, the most recently substates arereactivated because of the in-depth history attribute7 of the state Alive.If the state On becomes activated the timer starts to tick away fromthe current value of the stopwatch counter. This process is interruptedif event e2 takes place and �res the transition from On to O�. A sub-sequent occurrence of e2 causes the return to state On.The substates of Display represent the presentation mode of thestopwatch counter. If Normal is active, the value of the stopwatchcounter is displayed in terms of minutes and seconds. If, on the otherhand, InSec is active the display shows the time interval represented bythe stopwatch counter solely in seconds.Alive and all of its active substates are deactivated and Dead be-comes active if event e5 occurs (independently of the con�guration of thesubstates of Alive) or if the state O� is active and the event e4 takesplace. In the former case, if On is active just before the event �ring takesplace, then the counter keeps ticking away and the counter cannot bestopped while the state Dead is active. Note that this speci�cation cor-responds to an observable behaviour of a stopwatch. It does not describeanything about its functionality, but says what must happen accordingto the behaviour the user can perceive.The state Dead is left under four circumstances: if either the evente1, e2, e5 or the event Exit occurs. In the �rst case Alive is acti-vated since it represents the default substate of Stopwatch which has7The corresponding symbol has been put in the left upper corner of Alive.



10 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenberg
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e4[in_State(Off)]Figure 2: A simple stopwatch example.no in-depht history attribute. In the second case Alive becomes activebecause it is the ancestor of the destination state of the �red transition.In the third caseDead is deactivated and reactivated and in the last casethe animation of Stopwatch ceases. Whenever Alive or Operation isrevisited the activation of their substates complies with history enforce-ments. The Stopwatch ceases all its activities, in whatever con�gura-tion it might be, if the event Exit takes place. In this case a controlleddeactivation is carried out and the system comes to a halt.6 Proposed approachThe approach presented here assumes that there is a speci�cation interms of statechart which describes the behaviour of a reactive systemto be implemented. At this point the programmer must know a littlemore about the architecture of reactive programs developed with the aid



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 11of this approach. Figure 3 helps us in this respect.
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Figure 3: Reactive program architecture based on the proposed approach.The components in Figure 3 were commented earlier on in this text.The interface establishes a correspondence between physical events andlogical events, which are used in the speci�cation. The reactive kernelis provided by the engine described in Section 8. In essence, the enginereacts to events signalled by the interface by calling functions which carryout operations (actions) responsible for the functionality (data handlingfunctions) of the reactive program. In order to pass events to the engine,turn it on/o� and get information from it, the programmer must use theprotocol described in the following section.Functions are attached to states and/or transition edges of a state-chart. These functions are invoked each time a particular state is entered(activated), left (deactivated) or a speci�c edge is traversed.8 A functionassociated to a transition is called after the deactivation of the originstate and before the activation of destination state.9 So, whenever theengine is noti�ed about an event occurrence the �ring capability of tran-sitions is checked. If some transition is capable of being traversed, the8These outputs are analogous with the outputs of Mealy and Moore machines [3].In Moore machines, however, output is produced only when one state is reached. Astatechart output may also be produced upon leaving a state.9The deactivation/activation process is described in more detail in section 8.



12 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenbergproper function associated with every state entered/exited as a result ofthe transition is called.In order to react properly to events the engine must be fed withstatechart speci�cation and after that it has to wait for incoming events.A speci�cation is passed on to the engine in terms of two manuallyconstructed tables.10 The way of how to construct these two tablesaccording to a given statechart shall now be discussed.The data related to a statechart topology is kept in a tree structurewhich reects the hierarchy de�ned by its topology. The correspondencebetween states and nodes of the tree is an one-to-one relation. Figure11 shows a tree which is equivalent to the hierarchical structure of thestatechart described in Figure 2. (This tree is a binary tree by sheerchance. It can be of any order.)The engine controls basically the transition �rings and the state acti-vation and deactivation process through function calls. This code is usedfor whatever statechart speci�cation we might have. So, the pertinentcode can be compiled once and linked with other system components asoften as required.6.1 Engine protocolThe functionality provided by the engine is exercised by means of fourfunctions. We omit the complete signature (prototype) of these functionsfor the sake of simplicity. Two of them start and stop the operation ofthe engine. They essentially carry out some housekeeping functions.StartStEngThis function receives the tables which describe a particular statechartspeci�cation and submits them to some transformations. Only after acall of this function the engine is capable to react properly to events.10Tables are not the best way to hand over information to the engine, because theirmanual construction process is error-prone. The engine does not realize any automaticconsistency check. The construction of those tables is better done by a compiler ofstatechart speci�cations into the required data structures. A proper environment ofthis kind is described in [8].



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 13StopStEngIt informs the engine that its execution should cease. The animation ofa speci�cation begins after a call of the previous function and it comesto an end when this one is called. In a program one may have more thanone unnested StartStEng/StopStEng pair.The remaining functions are:stEngIt signals an event occurrence to the engine, i.e., an external stimulus issensed by the interface module, converted to a numerical value under-standable by the reactive kernel and handed over to the engine. Thisfunction should be called only after a successful call of StartStEng.in StateIt veri�es if a given state is active or not. It is usually invoked by atransition guard function.6.2 Topology data structureThe topology of a speci�cation in terms of statechart is handed overto the engine by means of an array. The de�nition of each elementof the array is given in Figure 4. It stores the following informationfor each state: its identi�er (state), a reference to its default directdescendant (primogen), a reference to its next sibling (sibling { thesibling list is circular), a reference to its direct ancestor (ancestor),status information (status) and two pointers to functions to be calledwhenever the corresponding state is entered (OnEntry) or left (OnExit)respectively, i.e., whenever it is activated or deactivated. A similar �eld(action) exists in BTRANS (Figure 6) which speci�es a function to becalled whenever the corresponding transition is �red.The status information indicates the existence or not of a shallowhistory condition, an in-depth history, a history condition cancellationde�ned at the corresponding state, and tells if the state in question is aconcurrent or a mutually exclusive state. This information is set by anor composition of the relevant values in Figure 5.



14 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenbergtypedef struct {numState state,primogen,sibling,ancestor;bStatus status;ptrFunc OnEntry, OnExit;} BNODE;Figure 4: Data structure for a state.#define _noHist 0x00#define _hHist 0x01#define _starHist 0x02#define _cancelHist 0x04#define _concurr 0x08Figure 5: Masks for status description.6.3 Transitions data structureTransitions are as well handed over to the engine in terms of an array.Every transition is associated with an element of the BTRANS type (Figure6). For each transition the origin (from) and the destination state (to),the identi�er of the event (event) that possibly triggers the transition,one pointer to a guarding condition function (cond) and another to afunction which represents a semantic action (action) must be speci�ed.One element of this type asserts that if state from is active and eventoccurs, then the function cond is called and its boolean result tested. Ifit is true, the transition to state to takes place and function action iscalled during this process.



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 15typedef struct {numState from;numEvent event;numState to;int (*cond)(void);ptrFunc action;} BTRANS;Figure 6: Data structure for a transition.7 Example implementationThis section describes the implementation of a small statechart speci-�cation presented in Section 5. It is not a very realistic example, butit can be used as a template of the development of complex behaviour,particularly of event-driven applications based on the proposed reactivekernel, i.e. the engine.The next subsections describe respectively how transitions and thetopology of a given statechart speci�cation (Figure 2) are representedin the tables required by the engine. First we must identify states andevents in order to build the required tables.7.1 Identifying states and eventsEach state in a speci�cation has to be assigned to a numerical value.The Figure 7 is a possible association of states and identi�ers in C. Thisnumerical value represents its identi�er recognized by the engine.Events are as well associated to numerical values. The implementedengine algorithm does not depend on a particular enumeration processof events. An abstract event used within a statechart might correspondto a single physical event or a sequence of physical events. The event e1,for instance, could represent a message sent by some window managerto the application. The responsibility of binding physical to abstractevents is of the interface component mentioned earlier on. In order tosimplify our reactive program a simple and direct binding shall be used



16 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenberg#define Timer 1 /* ASSIGNMENT RULE */#define Alive 2 /* Each numerical id */#define InSec 3 /* to be assigned to */#define Dead 4 /* a state must be */#define Stopwatch 5 /* in range [1..n], */#define Reset 6 /* where n */#define Operation 7 /* represents the */#define Display 8 /* total number of */#define Normal 9 /* states of the */#define On 10 /* underlying */#define Off 11 /* specification */#define Exit 0 /* The way numerical event*/#define e1 1 /* id assignments are made*/#define e2 2 /* has no effect on the */#define e3 3 /* engine operation.Except*/#define e4 4 /* for the event to stop */#define e5 5 /* the engine operation *//* identified by 0 */Figure 7: De�ning states and events.where each event ek is generated by pressing the key k on the keyboard.Thus the logical event that corresponds to the physical action of the userpressing the key 5 is the event e5, for instance.7.2 Describing transitionsTransitions are labelled and establish a relation between two states, withexception of default transitions. The label of a transition carries an eventwhich might �re the transition and possibly a guarding condition and/ora reference to a function representing a semantic action to be carried outduring the transition as described earlier on.Figure 8 describes the transitions of Figure 2. It is important topoint out that default transitions are a special case and are describedimplicitly by the topology tree (Figure 11). The leftmost descendant of



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 17BTRANS bTrans[] ={/* from, event, to, cond,action */{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 },{ Stopwatch, e5, Dead, 0, 0 },{ Reset, e2, Operation, 0, 0 },{ Reset, e4, Reset, 0, trans },{ Operation, e4, Reset, 0, 0 },{ Normal, e3, InSec, 0, 0 },{ InSec, e3, Normal, 0, 0 },{ Off, e2, On, 0, 0 },{ On, e2, Off, 0, 0 },{ Alive, e4, Dead, cond, 0 },{ Dead, e1, Stopwatch, 0, 0 },{ Dead, e2, Operation, 0, 0 }}; Figure 8: Transition description.a state is taken as its default direct substate.Two particular transitions shall be commented. The transition fromAlive toDead has a guard condition (Figure 2). This is represented by apointer to a function returning a boolean value in the corresponding �eldof transition table (Figure 8). In this case the proper �eld is occupiedby the address of the function cond, which calls the function in Stateprovided by the engine (Figure 9).int cond(state) {return in_State(state);} Figure 9: Guarding condition function.The other transition goes from Reset to Reset. In the �eld actionan address to a function is speci�ed. As already mentioned, this functionis called whenever event e4 occurs and Reset is activated.



18 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenberg7.3 Describing topologyIn this section the representation of a statechart topology is commented.In order to describe a particular topology one entry for each state inthe table bInfo (Figure 10) is used. For each state, its relationshipswith other states and action functions are listed. The hierarchy of thestatechart in Figure 2 is shown in terms of a tree in Figure 11.In the particular case of the state Stopwatch, for instance, its entryin the table identi�es Alive as its default descendant. Stopwatch hasno history attribute nor is it a concurrent component and thus its statusis noHist. Whenever Stopwatch is entered and left the function foo()is called by the engine.BNODE bInfo[] = {/*state,primogen,sibling, ancestor, status, OnEntry,OnExit */{ 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 },{ Dead, 0, Alive, Stopwatch,_noHist, foo, foo },{ Stopwatch, Alive, Stopwatch, 0, _noHist, foo, foo },{ Alive, Reset, Dead, Stopwatch,_starHist,foo, foo },{ Reset, 0, Operation, Alive, _noHist, foo, foo },{ Operation, Timer, Reset, Alive, _noHist, foo, foo },{ Timer, On, Display, Operation,_concurr, foo, foo },{ Display, Normal,Timer, Operation,_concurr, foo, foo },{ On, 0, Off, Timer, _noHist, foo, foo },{ Normal, 0, InSec, Display, _noHist, foo, foo },{ Off, 0, On, Timer, _noHist, foo, foo },{ InSec, 0, Normal, Display, _noHist, foo, foo }}; Figure 10: Topology description.8 More about the engineThis section presents more detailed information about a particular im-plementation of the complex statechart semantics, referred to as engine



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 19in this text. The engine has been implemented in ANSI C and has beenused in di�erent experimental developments. It is available (full sourcecode) electronically by anonymous ftp at obelix.unicamp.br in the/pub/dcc/Xchart/engine directory.The engine represents the invariant code which can be linked with anyprogram developed according to the proposed technique. It performs, inessence, event sensitivity checks and controls the state activation anddeactivation process. The engine interprets a statechart speci�cationaccording to a data structure (Section 6.1) holding information about aparticular statechart topology and its transition lattice. The informationheld by these data structures must be supplied and must reect thetopology and the attributes of the system's statechart speci�cation.It is important to point out that the engine presented here imple-ments only a subset of the statechart features originally de�ned in [10].This subset is illustrated by means of an example presented in Section5. Anything else not mentioned in this text has not been contemplated.
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Normal  InSecFigure 11: Tree representing the topology.8.1 Engine executionThis section gives more details about the engine at execution time. Atechnical presentation of it can be found in [20] available electronically



20 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenbergby anonymous ftp at obelix.unicamp.br in the /pub/dcc/RT direc-tory. It is important to point out that the operational semantics for acomplex language like statecharts is not adequately presented in a natu-ral language. A formal description can be found in [13]. The descriptionbelow gives only a little avour of the statechart semantics.A program implemented based on the proposed technique must callStartStEng to signal its intent to use the engine. StartStEng receivesthe addresses and the dimensions of the tables which describe the topol-ogy and transitions of a particular statechart speci�cation to be usedby the engine in order to make it behave according to this speci�cation.This approach makes it possible to change the behaviour without theneed to recompile any code.The control structure, which guides context swappings, is indepen-dent of the topology of a speci�c statechart, so sometimes we use theterm invariant engine. The main function stEng receives as its argu-ment an event identi�er. This function traverses the list that holds theidenti�ers of active states (this list is referred to as the con�guration ofa statechart) and veri�es the sensitivity of those states to the currentevent.A context swapping due to a transition �ring is carried out in twosteps. At �rst all states from the atomic state reachable from the originstate, up to the nca (nearest common ancestor11) of the origin and thedestination state (excluding the latter), have to be deactivated as wellas all concurrent siblings and their descendants along this path Next thestates of the path between the destination state and the nca mentionedabove (excluding the latter) are activated in reverse order. From thispoint the activation process is kept up until an atomic state is eventually11The concept of the nca is degenerated in two cases: the �rst case is characterizedif the destination state is a direct or indirect descendant of the origin state (e.g., thetransition labelled e5 in Figure 2) and the second by the reverse (e.g., the transitionlabelled e1 from stateDead to Stopwatch). In both cases the state which representsthe ancestor of the second one of the pair (destination,origin) is taken as the nca. Ifhowever the origin and the destination state of a transition edge happen to be thesame as the case of the transition labelled e4 at Reset, then the the direct ancestoris taken as the nca.



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 21reached. All concurrent siblings of activated states at this second stageof the context swapping process are activated as well.The transition �ring function12 identi�es an active atomic state reach-able from the origin state,13 it �nds out the nca of the origin and thedestination state,14 it deactivates all states along the path from the ac-tive atomic state found previously up to the nca (excluding the latter)as well as all concurrent components along this path. It then calls thefunction representing the semantic action related to the transition (ifspeci�ed), and starts the activation process.15The �rst step of the activation process consists of a search of possiblehistory enforcements at the nca and levels above and a demarcation ofthe path from the destination state up to the nca. This path is thenfollowed from the nca down to the destination state and all states alongthis path (except for the former which after all has not been deacti-vated) are activated. Concurrent siblings are activated according to thehistory mode being enforced. Once the destination state is reached, theactivation process is sustained, but now complying with history enforce-ments, until an atomic state is eventually reached. Concurrent siblingsare activated in the same manner at this second stage of the activationprocess.Since no activation path is predetermined for the second part of theactivation process or for concurrent siblings come across along this pro-cess, the activation in those cases is performed according to one of thefollowing manners: if a history condition is being enforced, then themost recently visited state is reactivated; if no such state exists or nohistory condition is being enforced, then the default direct descendantis activated. A history condition can be an in-depth (the history condi-tion applies to all lower level contexts of the global context where it hasbeen de�ned unless overridden or cancelled at lower levels) or a shallowhistory (the history condition applies only to the next lower level con-12fromBlobToBlob, in the engine source code13activeAtomFrom14nearestCommonAncestor15activatePath



22 F�abio Lucena & Hans Liesenbergtext). At the start of the statechart engine, the non-predetermined-pathactivation process is applied to the outermost state.As a result of the deactivation process, the deactivated states areremoved from the current con�guration and, in consequence of the sub-sequent activation process, the just activated states are added at a secondstage. In other words, the activated subtree of the nca is replaced by anew one.Once all states of a con�guration have been swept across and thecontrol ow goes back to the program, this function in question canbe called again to handle a new event, but now in the context of theresultant con�guration from the handling of the prior event.Since the order for the sensitivity tests is determined by the numericalorder of the state identi�ers, the �ring of transitions is performed in adeterministic way. Thus, alternative numerical identi�ers assignmentsmay produce distinct behaviours. It is important to point out that if agiven event is found on the event list of two transitions which have astheir origin a direct or indirect ancestor and its descendant respectively,then the event has no e�ect on the latter since the descendant becomesdeactivated during the �ring of the transition which has its origin at theformer.9 Concluding remarksDue to the hierarchical nature of statecharts, distinct contexts can bede�ned incrementally at di�erent levels of a hierarchy. These contextscome into existence and are destroyed in a controlled manner by �ringevents. Designs based on this technique turn out to be better structuredin general. The task of the designer becomes lighter since greater e�ortscan now be put on what has to be done in speci�c contexts withouthaving to pay greater attention on what is happening in terms of contextswappings which are handled by the engine. This focus concentrationmakes the design task easier for applications with complex behaviour.The proposed technique also reduces the reactive kernel implementationto a simple translation from a speci�cation into two tables.



A Statechart Engine to Support Implementations of Complex... 23The way how a complex behaviour speci�cation in terms of a stat-echart could be implemented has been described. The present workreects an evolution from others proposals [2, 7, 23]. There are somerestrictions imposed by the engine architecture which inhibit the im-plementation of the whole statechart functionality. Nevertheless the re-stricted behaviour implementation is believed to be useful and a newversion with additional functionality is now in progress. This new ver-sion removes as well the naive function calls to application code, andintroduces a queue of output tokens and another for input events. In thisapproach the engine can be executed concurrently with other modules ofthe system, working as a \behaviour server." These and other changesresulted from our experience of using statechart in the computer-humaninterface domain [20].Care must be taken since the tables for the engine are built manually.A proper environment [8], however, may solve this di�culty.It is easy to see, by means of the presented example, that the under-lying control of a complex behaviour can be implemented quite triviallyprovided that the proposed approach is adopted. Complexity does notsimply disappear, but it is transferred to the engine. Changes of be-haviour require changes in only two tables and can even be made atexecution time. If the programmer makes use of the proposed tech-nique, the existence of sophisticated control mechanisms can be takenfor granted and only lexical and semantic aspects have to be taken intoconsideration. The programmer is released from the error-prone task ofdeveloping a complicated code segment which exist in all reactive pro-gram: the reactive kernel.References[1] G�erard Berry and Georges Gonthier. The ESTEREL synchronousprogramming language: design, semantics, implementation. Scienceof Computer Programming, 19(2):87{152, November 1992.
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